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The Making of Inspirator 

By Hazel Meades 

The purpose of this application is to give composers one space to collate and archive their 

ideas in a manner that integrates a variety of different media forms (audio, video and typed 

information). My initial design (see figure 1) split my ideas into 4 different sections according 

to purpose. However, when I started to construct the application, I divided this into 3 different 

patches based on the objects I would have to experiment with to create the overall 

application. I wanted to ensure that the different sections of the application functioned 

independently before I combined them. 

One patch handled video input/output and 

video recording/playback, another patch handled 

text input/output and the third patch handled audio 

input/output, MIDI input and recording/playback. The 

third patch would form the base of the application 

and would eventually combine all 3 patches to 

create Inspirator. Throughout the application 

construction and troubleshooting process I used a 

combination of MAX-MSP help files, advice from the 

Cycling74 forums and advice from my supervisor to 

determine how to structure the final patch. 

The text-based patch focused on using the 

text object and text edit object. My initial plan was that a text file would be imported into an 

initial text object; this information would then be fed into the text edit object where the user 

would be able to add and edit the text information, and the updated information would 

Figure 1 – Initial design idea. 
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automatically be sent to a second text object which would store the text to be exported as a 

new text file. However, I encountered several problems in trying to achieve this. 

The main issues I encountered surrounded formatting. I wanted to allow line breaks to 

be imported, exported and typed into the text edit object. Based on my supervisor’s advice, I 

used the itoa object to convert a number (13) into ASCII code (carriage return) and 

appended this to each outputted line of text in the first text object to achieve this (see figure 

2). However, the loop that I used to output each text line led to some issues getting the text 

lines to output into the text 

edit window in the right 

order, without the 

information repeating itself, 

and while still maintaining 

the blank lines that were 

present in the original text 

file.  

The second problem I 

encountered was 

determining how to get the 

text edit object to automatically send updated changes to a second text object. If the user 

deleted text, for example, I wanted the change to be reflected in the exported text file, but 

this was not initially the case. The updated text was only sent into the second text object 

when the user clicked off the text edit object which, although functional, was inconsistent, 

and not very user friendly. 

I also experimented with the text object automatically loading a text file and sending it 

into the text edit window. Although this would be unnecessary for lyrics, it would be useful for 

the parameters in the song details section of the application (see figure 3).  

Figure 2 – Text loop input. 
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I solved these problems by simplifying my design. The final version of Inspirator does 

not offer an import text option to be edited, since this can be achieved more simply by 

encouraging the user to copy and paste the relevant file into the text edit window. 

Figure 3 – Text object input and output experimentation. 
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My audio-based patch focused on using a live.gain~ object in conjunction with a 

gate~ object, which would allow the user to turn the microphone on and off, and a sfrecord~ 

object, which allowed the user to record in stereo. Getting this section of the patch to work 

was relatively straightforward; however, I encountered some problems in getting the sound 

file playback to function. I wanted the user to be able to record a sound file, and for that 

sound file to automatically load into the patch to be played back. The Cycling74 forums 

helped me learn how to populate a umenu object with a folder, which could then by loaded 

into a buffer (https://cycling74.com/forums/folder-vs-prefix-and-autopopulate-to-fill-a-umenu). 

The inclusion of this object meant that if a sound file was overwritten it would be reflected in 

the playback umenu options.  I then used the buffer help file as an aid to help me produce a 

Figure 4 – Audio playback. 

https://cycling74.com/forums/folder-vs-prefix-and-autopopulate-to-fill-a-umenu
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visual indication of the waveform (the waveform~ object), which would allow the user to see 

the shape of the audio that they were playing (see figure 4). 

In my video-based patch I used a combination of the jit.vcr object, the jit.pwindow and 

a bpatcher provided by the jit.pwindow helpfile to record videos. I also examined the 

structure of my supervisor’s video capture patch to determine how best to approach the 

structure of my own patch. My eventual video patch was primarily based on the help files but 

I took inspiration from my supervisor’s patch in allowing the user to alter the colouring of the 

video recording itself (contrast, brightness, saturation) through attrui objects. I constructed 

the playback section of the patch based on the jit.movie help file, using attrui objects to give 

the user further options for altering the playback display after opening the video file 

(changing the playback volume, altering the playback speed etc.). I also included the playbar 

object to make it easier for the user to manipulate the video playback (see figure 5). 

Figure 5 – Video file input and output. 
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My initial attempt to combine patches came out of the realisation that I had no method 

of recording audio and video simultaneously. In order to resolve this issue, I copied the video 

patch objects into the audio patch and connected the live.gain~ object to the jit.vcr object. I 

added a textbutton object and connected it to a send object. The send object would turn the 

microphone on or off when clicked, leading to the consequent recording of a video with or 

without sound, depending on the user’s recording choices (see figure 5). 

 One of my aims in creating Inspirator was to make the application as user-friendly as 

possible. I wanted the use of it to be largely self-explanatory so I altered the hints in the 

object inspector for each object. This meant that explanatory text would automatically appear 

over any object that the user hovered the mouse over. I also tried to label and colour code 

each section of the patch clearly according to purpose, partially aided by my initial design 

(compare figures 1 and 6). I altered the colouring of panel objects in the inspector to achieve 

this. 

Figure 6 – Final application layout. 


